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ABSTRACT
A U.S. Air Force study was designed to investigate

,simultaneously four cognitive styles--field dependence-independence,
reflectivity-impulsivity, leveling-sharpeningi and visual-haptics.
simple of 206 undergraduate volunteers at the University of Oklahoma
.were .t.ested with the Successive Perceptual Test I (SPT-I), the -Xidden
FigureS Test'OFT), Matchipg Familiar Figures (MFFY, and the
Leveling/Sharpening House Test (LSHT) in Order to assess their
cognitive styles. The obtained data were alialyzed,in three stages:
(1) chi-square tests were used to compare obtained distributions of
visual and haptic perceptual types in the field independent, field
dependent, reflective, impulsive, leveling and sharpening groups with
Lowenfeldfs theoretical distribution of 50% visuals, 25% indefinites,
and 25% haptics; (2) four variables of score on HFT, errors on MFF,
mean lat-mcy on MFF, and leveling-sharpening ratio on LSHT were
tested in a step-wise discriminant analysis to determine if they
could predict or discriminate between visual and haptic perceptual
types; and (3) finallye'the relationships among the variables of the
study were further explorea with a facto: analysis. Results indicated

- that although the constructs overlapped somewhat, each cognitilie
style has enough unique .characteristics that each must be considered
individually. It was suggested that when using cognitive styles as a
variable in future research with Air Force Technical training,
perhaps requirements of specific,taaks involved in the training will
dictate which of these coonitivegtiles holds the most promise.
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Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFSC), Lowly Air Force Base,
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This report has been reviewed by the Information Office (01) and.is
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nations.

. This technical report has been reviewed and is approved for publication.
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INTRO6OCTION

Before research studies involving Air Force, trainees as
subjectg are Undertakea, two preliminary investigations were
conducted at the University of Oklahoma. The purpose of
these investigations was to seek empirical data concerning
ithe f011owing two concepts:

(1) Patterns of interrelationships among cognitive
style factors.

- (2) An approach for designing instruction to interact
favorably with cognitive style characteristics.

The'studies reported here have yielded data relevant to
these two concepts. It is antitipated that the findings of

,the studies will be applicable to the planned research with
Air Force trainees.

1
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Background

The past 30 years have seen the documentation in
research literature of a group of individual difference
variables not discussed until,the 1940s. At that time,
psychoiogical inquiry into differences in the cognitive
process revealed the Variables which have crystallized in
the concept of cognitive style. This concept refers to
psychological dimensions which represen't donsistencies in an
individual's manner of acquiring' and processing information.
It should be noted that cognitive style is not synonymous °

with ability. Kogan offers the following definition of

cognitive styles which distinguishes them clearly from

abilities:

.1

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG COGNITIVE STYLE
FACTORS AND PERCEPTUAL TYiTS

Introduction to the, Study I I

14,

Cognitive styles can be most directly defined
as individual variation in modes of perceiving,
remembering, and thinking, or as distinctive ways
of apprhending, Storing, transforming, and utiliz-
ing information. It may be noted that abilities

-also inVblve the foregoing properties, but a
differenbe in emphasis should be noted: Abilitiei
concern level of skill - the more and less of
performance - whereas cognitive styles give greater
weight to the manner and form of cognition (Kagan,

1971, p. 244).

Several primary dimensions,or factors of cognitive style

have been identified, and tests have been developed for their

assessment. Three of the primary dimensions of cognitive

style and associated testirig instruments which have emerged

have come from three principal research "camps." The leaders

of these "camps" have been Herman Witkin, Jerome Kagan, and

George Klein. Each group has identified and studied the

dimension of cognitive style'which it considers to be most

important. There has been little effort, however, to examine

these dimensions of cognitive style in terms of their rela-

tionships to each other or to determine if they are related

to another perceptual vafiable: the perceptual typology
developed by Viktor Lo4enfeld. An interrelatedness of cogni-

tive style fact)rs would lead to consideration of the possi-

bility that an individual's typical performance on one dimen-

sion of cognitive style may be related to his-or her perfor-
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mance on other, dimensions, a possibility which has been
almost completely ignored in available research literature.

..This study was therefore designed to.initiate examination
of relationships among cognitive style factors by investi-
gating the relatioriships among three major dimensions of
cognitive style and Lowenfeld's strudture of perceptual
types. 4

In the research literature Clealing with cognitive style,
three dimensions which have emerged as being stable and the
subjects of the most intensive investigation,are.the follow-
ing:

(1). The field independence/field dependence dimension.
(2) The reflectivity/impulsivity dimension.'
(3) The leveling/sharpening dimension.

The field independence/field dependence diMension Of
cognitive style is concerned with the influepge of ,the
stimulus field on perception. Work in this 'area was begun
by Gottschald and was continued by Witkin. Witkin and his
associates conducted research which led- to the conclusion
that field factors influence some individuals far more than
others. Work with this perceptual variable led to the
identification of two distinct types of visual perception:
(1) perception which is heavily influenced bY field factors
and the complexity of background, and (2) perCeption which
is only slightly influenced by these factors.

These two-styles of perception are referred to as field
dependence and field independence, respectively. Field
independence implies an analytical, as opposed to a global,
way of perceiving stimuli which involves a tendency to
perceive items as discrete from their background and demon-
strates an ability to overcome an embedding context.

A second important dimension of cognitive style is the
reflectivity/impulsivity dimension. This aspect of cognitive
style, sometimes referred to as cognitive tempo, is basically
concerned with the speed with which hypotheses are selt..cted
and information processed. The majority of the research on
this cognitive dimension has been done by Kagan and his
associates. In situations in which several response possi-
bilities are available simultaneously, the impulsive individ-
ual reports the first hypothesis which occurs to him/her and
is usually incorrect, while the reflective one considers all
possibilities before making a response and is usually
correct.

3
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A third dimension which has emerged from the iesearch
'on cognitive style is the leveling/sharpening dimension.
This dimension originated in the research of Klein, and has
been studied extensively by Santostefano. The leveling/

a
sharpening dimension deals with the manner in which an
individual perceiVes and stores gradual changes in sequentit-
ally experienced stimuli. Levelers tend to herge new
experiences with memories of earlier ones and, there'fore, to
construct relatively undifferentiated memories and impres-
Sions of ongoing experiences. Sharpeners tend to maint'ain
discrete 'itipressions and memories of'sequentially presented
simuli so that elements do not lose their individuality.

Another individual difference variable which may have
important relationships to cognitive styles which have not
been thoroughly investigeted is perceptual type. In his

2 ieseArch in art education, Viktor Lowenfeld identified
individuals of two distinct perdeptual types. These two'
types, which he called visual and haptic, he believed to have
two unlike manners of perceiving and reatting to the-world
of experience (Lowenfeld, 1945; Lowenfel'd and Brittain,
1970). An individual of the visual perceptual'type tends,
'according to Lowenfeld, to use the eyes as the main inter-
mediaries of sensory impressions. The visual type is
perceptually an observer, usually approaching things Trom
their appearance and feeling as a sPectator. The tendency
is to transfer kinesthetic and tactile experiences into
visual ones. -A haptic individual, on the other hand, is a
normally-sighted person who uses the eyes as the primary
sensory intermediaries only when compelled to do so, prefer-
ring to rely on touch 'and kinesthesis. The main intermediary
for the haptic type is the "body-self" - muscular sensations,
kinesthetic experriences, touch impressions, and other physi-
cal sensations. The haptic does not transform kinesthetic
and tactile experiences into visual ones (Lowenfeld, 1945).

Lowenfeld's extensive studies revealed that the distri-
bution of visual and haptic perceptual types is stable across
populations. He'found that while most people fall between
the extremes of the two types, a few individuals have equal
tendencies toward visual and haptic perception. He found
consistently in all the subpopuiations he tested that about
75% Lif the subjects showed appreciable tendency toward one
type or the other. Not quite 50% showed visual tendency, and
nct quite 25%.showed haptic tendency. He thus established
the following approximated theoretical distribution of
perceptual types for any given population: visual 50%,
indefinite 25%, and haptic 25%. This distribution coincides
closely wizh that found by Walter (1973) with the use of an

4
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electroencephalograph for assessing what he called'"visual-
izers," "nonvisualizers," and "mixed types."

Lowenfeld postulated several important distincdons
between,the perceptual functioning of visual'and hapt:c
individuals. These distinctions include the fbllowiny:

(1) While the visual has the ability to see a whole,
break it up, and see its component details and,theh to
resynthesite the details back into a whole, the haptic is'

' unable toido this.
(2) -Whilelthe visual tends to react to stimuli as a

spectator'and to "see" experiences, the haptic tends to'
reaqt'emotionally, to "feel" stimuli, and t9 put himself or
herself intb the situations which are°.experienced.

(3) Whi,le the vitual has the tehdency and ability :to
visualize tactile experiences and to visually complete
partial experiences, the haptic has neither this tendency
nor ability.

(4) While the visual has the .ability 'to mentally retaih
visual images, the haptic,is.unable to,qo thit.

These distimctions form an kmportant component' of 'the
theoretical rationale for the present study. A second
important theoretical component is the model of cognitive
processes proposed'by Fletcher (1969). According to this
model, cognition consistt of the fdllowing four steps or
groups of processes, all of whibh .re linked to the memory
and interact with it:

(1) Attentional processes are those which serve to'
detect the cues relevant to the particular problem at hand.

(2) Ttansformation processes are those which serve to
encode appropriate information.

(3) Generation processes are those which serve to
generate sollitiont to the problem.

(4) Evaluation -processes are those whicb serve to
determine whether a solution has been achieved..

Since an individual "responds only to encoded informa-
tion, never to actual stimuli" (Fletcher, 1969, p. 8), the
transformation step in the cognitive process is fundamental
and vitalt The generation of solutions is, accordinq to
Fletcher's model, based upon how input"stimuli are trans-.
formed by the learner. Fletcher hypothesized two principal
types or styles.of transformation: the analytical style, in
which stimuli.are broken down into.individually meaningful
elements; and the synthetic style, ih which stimuli are
grouped globally into wholes. To Fletcher, the manner in

5



which solutions to probiems are ,generated.is necessarily
dependent upon which type of transformation is uied by an
individual, It therefore'vfollows that a task whi4 requires,
sp6Cific type Qf transformation for its solution cannot

be satisfactorily performed by a learner who is incapable of
the necessary type Of transfolmation.

The nature of.all the tasks.typi6ally used to assess
field independence/field dePelidence, reflectivity/

:impulsivity, leveling/sharpening, and visual/haptic percep-
tion requires the discrimination,and separation of visual .

stimuli; This means that, in Fletcher'S' terminology,
analytic transformation and memory storage of visual stimuli
are'required for the correctgeneration of the solution to
these'tasks. it ig apparnt from Lowenfeld's distinctions
between visuals and haptigs that this manner.of handling
visual stimuli is theoretically readily available to persons
of the visual perceptual type, but not readily aifable to
persons of the haptic type. This implies that performance
on these cognitive style assessment tasks:could be expected

. to be influenced by an individual's perceptual type. This
in turn implies that relationships could be expected to be
observed among the variOus factorS of cognitive style as,
measured by.these" instruments'. 114s.studs was designed to
test the validity of these implications.

The basic question investigateddruthis study is: Are
the cognitive style=factors of field,independence/field
dependence, reflectivity/impulsivity, and leveling/sharpen-
ing related to each other and to Lowenfeld's concept of
visual and haptic perceptual types? To conduct this inxes-
tigation, three general questions were explo;,-ed:

(1) Are visual and haptic perceptual types distributed
in various cognitive style sub-populations as predicted from
Lowenfeld',s theoretical distribution of perceptual types?

(2) Can periormance on measures of cOgnitive style
discriminate c.,Itegories of_perceptual type?

(3) What .ind of factor structure do measures of
cognitive style and perceptual type produce in a factor
analysis?

'Hypotheses

Applic.ation of the theoretical base provided by
Lowenfeld and Fletcher leads to the conclusion that perfor-
mance on a visual test of cognitive style is influenced by
perceptual type. The haptic type could be expected to
transform am.: store visUal stimuli synthe'ticilly and to

6
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react emotionally, thus, testing out as field dependent, .,

iMpuls0e, end leveling. The distribution of visualand .

haptixs ln field dependent, imPulsive, and leveling popu-
lations would ther9fore be the reverse of Lowenfeld'v
theoretical*distribution. This reversal should result in
a statistically significant difference betWeen expected
(theoretical). and observed frequencies of visual and haptic c

, ..,

, types in these populations. .
.

, . .
The visual type, on' the other hand, could be xpeCted

to transform and store visual stimuli'amilytically and to
react impersonally, thus testing out field independent,
reflective, and sharpening. Lowenfeld'S theoretical distri-
bution would place visuals and haptics in these popufations .*
in a ratio of two to one, thus'making them predominantly
visual. It might be expected that the actual obserVed
frequencies of perceptual types in these populations would'
increase this ratio of yisuals to haptics. .Whether.the
difference in expedted and observed frequencies is statis-
tically significant could be expecied to lot. largely a. ,
matter of statistical power and instrument sensitivity.

Finally, if ,v.Lsual and haptic performances on visual
tests of cognitive style are typically different, perfOrr
mance on the3e tests might.be expedted to discriminate
between the two perceptual tlipes.

The expectations discussed above lead to the 'formation

of the following Specific hypotheses for,this,study:'

H1'
The obtained frequency of visual types among

field dependent subjects is smaller than the expected
frequency.

H2: The obtained frequency of haptic types among field
independent subjects smaller than the expected frequency,

refft1: *The obtained frequency of haptic types among
Eive subjects is smaller than the expedtedlrequency.

1-14: The obtained frequency of visuar types-among
impulsive subjects is smaller than,the expected frequency.

H5: The obtained frequency of haptic types among
sharpening subjects is smaller than the expected frequenc,

116: The obtained frequency of visual types among
leveling subjects Is sMaller than the expected frequency.

117: The cognitive style predictor vari.ables discrim-
inate between'the criterion catégbries of perceptual type.

#
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Sub'ects

METHOD
4

,

The subjects for 1..his study Were a group of 206 under-
'graduate students enrolled in Education 4160,= Media and,
.Technology in Teaching, at the University. of Oklahoma. All
.subjects were volUnteers, fanging in 'age from 19 to 33
years% There were 12 subjects.total from the racial minor- .

- ities. The ratio of.females to males was 2.3 to 1. While
no-test was actually given to,determine Whether any,of the.* CO

subjects pad visual handicaps; all reported that they *had
nonerexcept those ameliorated by corrective lenses: It was

.assumed, ..pn this basis, that all subjects were normally
si.ghted:or wore optics which gave them normal visual acuity.
All subiedts whO keported that they wore corrective optics
were required to wear them during all research testing.

Testing Instruments Used ,

. The Anstrum4nt used to assess perceptual type as
defined by Lowenfeid was Successive Perce tion Test I
.(United States.Army Corps, 1944), a test in ..motion picture
fQrm which was developed by Gibson for use .in the World
War II Aviation Psychology Program as a part of the pilot
selection and training..program. Successive Perception,TeE.A.
I (SPT-1)is a refined version of Lowenfeld'.s original
Integration of Successive_ImEressionsALowenfeld, 1°45),
and is based on the same rationale and constrUct. The
primary distinction between indi'Viduals of.the visual and
haptic'perceptual types whidfi serves as the basis for both
the Lowenfeld test and,for SPT-1 is that while visuals have
the tendency and abilitz to integrate partial perceptions
into'visual wholes, haptics are content. to internalize the
separate segments of partial impresgions and show neither
'tendency nor ability to,integrate them into whole units.

SPT-1 consists of. three practice Items and 35 actual
test items. In each item, the subject views a pattern a
small section at a time behind a moving slot and is .trien
shbwn five similar variants from which Must be selected the
one which matches the pattern seen behind thh slot.

SPT-rd was developed originally'for use in the Army
Air Corps cadet program and has been used-extensivelytin
that context. It has also been used numerous tiMes in
educational research dealing with perceptual type and visual
aptitude with subjects ranging from seventh grade to univer-
sity" level (Erickson,.1968; 1969; Clark, 1971; Bruning,

8
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1974; Awburn, L.J., 1975;. Ausburn, F.B., 1975). The test-
retel;t reliability of SPT-1 was computed by Ausburn (F.B.,
1975), using 80 ubjects and a test-retest interval of
,6 weeks, as,.68. While this reliability'coefficient is
. rather low, the test has yielded research results consistent
,with theory-based hypotheses. In addition, SPT-1 is the
only currently available instrument for.assessing perceptual
type for which reliability has been established empirically.,

The Hidden Figures Test (HFT; French, EkstAm, & Prie,
1963) was used to assess field independence/field dependence.
The HFT, developed.for research purposes as.part of the Kit
of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors by Educational
Testing Service, is cited by Kogan (1971) is an alternative
test to Witkin's frequently used Embedded Figures Test (EFT)..;
Like the En, the HFT is confined to the visual perception,
aspect of field independence, measuring the trait in terms \
ofvability to overcome the embedding context of-a visual
field by locating a simple geometric figure within a complex
one. HoweVer, while the dependent measure in the EFT is the
time required to locate the embedded figure, the dependent
measure in the HFT is the number of figures located within
a specified time. The HFT has the practical advantage of
being a'group instrument rather than an individual one.

' Since no reliability coefficient for the HFT could be
located, it was computed by the test-retest metl'ori using

. 50 subjects and a time interval of 12 weeks, and .as found
(t.p 'be .92.

Reflectivity/impulsivity was measured with the aduit
form of Kagan's- (1969) Matching Familiar Figures (MFF).
While a.specific reliability coefficient could not be
located for MFF, the instrument is the standard one .used
in research on cognitive tempo. Kagan (1966) calls it the
"most sensitive" measure of cognitive tempo, and Kogan
(1971) states that it is "now'consistently employed as the
basic index" of the trait (p. 266). On this basis, it was

A

.% accepted for,use inathis study: .

In the MFF, the 4ubject must\examine a standard in
the form of a black-and-white line\drawing of a figure
(such ot a.flowei) and then look at a

, groupbf similar...variants and.select the one which is
identical to the standard. The standard and all variants
rem

.

ain thesubject's view at all times, thus eliminating
meMory as a variable. The adult form of MFF consists of
12 items with eight variants per item. Dependent measures
obtained on the test are response latency and number of
errors ,on each item.. These two variables show a negative

. 9 13.



correlatiop for all age groups ranging in magnitude from
the low .40's to the high .60's (Kogan, 1971).

The instrument used to assess leveling/sharpening was
Santostefano's (1971) Leveling-Sharpening House Test (LSHT).
This test consists of 60 black line drawings of a scene
containing a two7story house with windows, a door, a
weather-vane, a chimney, a sidewalk, a fence, a cloud, a

- tree, an& a sun. The intact picture is displayed three
times'. Then one element (the door knob) is omitted, and
the picture is again shown three times. An additional
element is omitted every three trials until a total of 19
elements are omitted from the original display, with the
least con3picuous element eliminated first and.the most
conspicuous last. Each picture is displayed for 5 seconds.

NThe subject is asked to tell the examiner when something
looks different from the previous picture. This task yields

three measures. The "first stop score" indicates the point

at which the subject first correctly reports that something
is different. Early detection reflects sharpening. A high

total number of correct changes reported also reflects
sharpening. A "leveling-sharpening ratio," the third
dependent measure, reflects a mean number of changes which
go undetected -- the smaller the ratio is, the greater the

operation cf sharpening will be.

Santostefano (1971) reports that LSHT has been used
for research purposes with children from the age of 4
through adolescence and with adults. He reports no relia-
bility coefficient for the tnst, so test-retest reliability
was computed as part of the present study, using 30 subjects

and a time interval of 5 weeks, it was found to be .86.
However, Santostefano states the extensive research is being
conducted concerning the reliability of LSHT,,and this data,
when released/ will be far more conclusive than those
reported here. He states that at this time the test is being
"made available to those professionals interested in includ-
ing the procedure in their clinical research on an experi-
mental basis" (Santostefano, 1975, p. 2), and it was
primarily on this basis that the LSHT was accepted for use

. in t4lis study.

Procedures

The 206 subjects were administered SPT-1 via a video
tape made from the black-and-white motion picture version
in groups ranging froth 21 to 38 persons. They were asked
to indicate their response on each test item by circling
the appropriate letter on an answer sheet. The subjects

were classified.as visual, haptic, or indefinite in

10 14



perceptual type according to procedures developed b.'
lowenfeld (1945) for his Integracion of Successive Impres-
sions. Subjects scoring 60% or more items correct (scores
of 21 to "5) were classified as visual, while those scoring
60% or mcL-e incorrect (scores of 0 to 14) were classified
as haptic.

The HFT was given to the subjects in the same groups
and at the same sitting as the administration of SPT-1. It
was administered and scored according to procedures given in
the test manual provided with the test. Responses were
indicated on the test forms by placing a mark through the

: letter of the simple figure located in each complex one.
The score made on the test was computed by subtracting, as

1 a correction for guessing, one-fourth of the number of items
'

answered incorrectly from the total number of items answered
correctly. Items for which no response was made were not
counted as either correct or incorrect. Subjects scoring
in the upper one-third of the sample were classified as
field independent; those scoring in the lower one-third were
classified as field dependent:' Table 1 shows the number of
subjects classified and the score ranges included in each
classification. The unequal group sizes were caused by tied
scores at the cut-off points.

TABLE 1

Subject Classification on HFT

Classification Number Classified Score Range
Included

Field Independent
,Indefinite
Field Dependent

76
57
73

27 to 13
12.5 to 6.5

6 to -2

The MFF was administered to subjects individually and
was scored according to procedures developed by Kagan (1966).
The response latency and number.of errors made on each of
the 12 test items were recorded, and the error total and
mean response latency were computed for each subject. When
all subjects had been tested, the median ^.rror (M = 3.0) and
latency (M = 64.66) scores for the entire sample were calcu-
lated. Subjects scoring abovemedian latency and below-
median errors were classified as reflective; those scoring
below-median latency and above-median errors were classified

11
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as impulsive.

The LSHT was administered to the subjects ir'ividually
during the same testing period as the MFF. It was adminis-
tered using test forms and instructions contained in the
test nanual (Santostefano, 1971). The leveling-sharpening
ratio was computed for each subject according to instruction
in the manual, and subjects whose ratio was in the lcver one-
third of the sample were classified as sharpeners, while
those whose ratioNas in the upper one-third were classified
as levelers. Table) 2 shows the number of students classified
and the leve?ing7sharpening ratio ranges included in each
classification.

TABLE 2

Subject Classification on L6HT

Classification
Range of

Number Leveling-Sharpening
Classified Ratios Included

Sharpeners 69 6.16 to 11.47
Indefinite 68 11.53 to 14.63
Levelers 69 14.68 to 23.26

Table 3 summarizes the test instruments and classifica-
tion procedures used and the number of subjects classified
on each instrument.

12
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TABLE 3

.Subject Classifications on Testing Instruments

Variable and
Instrument

Classification
Procedure

Number
Classified

Perceptual Type Visual (60% or more items 99
(Measured by correct)
SPT-1) Indefinite (neither 60%, 52

correct nor 60%
incorrect)

Haptic (60% or more items 55
incorrect)

Field Independence/
Field Dependence
(Measured by HFT)

Field Independent (upper
1/3 of the sample)

Indefinite (middle 1/3
of sample)

Field Dependent (lower . 73
1/3 of sample)

76*

57

Reflectivity/ Reilective (above median 74
Impulsivity latency and below
(Measured by MFF) median errors)

Impulsive (below median 75
latency and above
median errors)

Not Classified (at or 57
below median latency
and errors OR at or
above median latency
and errors)

Leveling/Sharpening
(Measured by LSHT)

Sharpeners (L-S ratio in 69
lower 1/3 of .sample

Indefinite (L-S ratio in 68
middle 1/3 of sample)

Levelers (L-S ratio in
upper 1/3 of sample)

* Unequal groups caused by tied scores at cut-off points

13
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Since much cf the planned data analysit was to be based
on Lowenfeld's theoretical distribution of visual (50%),
indefinite (25%), and haptic (25%), percep tual types, a chi-

square test for goodness-of-fit was performed using the
following formula:

(-0

x2 =

The test was performed to verify that the obtained
distribution of perceptual types (visuals = 48%; indefi-
nites = 25%; haptics =. 27%) was not significantly different
from the theoretical one. The results of the chi-square
test are summarized in Table 4.

TABLE 4

Chi-Square Test for Goodness-of-Pit on Obtained
and Expected Distributions of Perceptual Types

Perceptual Type Expected N Obtained N

Visual
Indefinite
Haptic

Total N = 206

103
51.5
51.5

df = 2 Chi
2

99
52
55

= .398*

* p > .80

The analysis of the data, obtained in this study was
performed in three major stages. In the first stage of
analysis, the frequencies of visual, haptic, And indefinite
perceptual types oltained in field independent, field depen-
dent, reflective, impulsive, sharpening, and leveling groups
were compared with Lowenfeld's theoretical distribution
using chi-square tests for goodness-of-fit. This analysis
served to test hypotheses one through six.

In tha second stage of data analysis, the ability of the
cognitive style measures of score on SPT-1, score on HFT,

errors on MFF, mean latency on MFF, and leVeling-sharpening
ratio on LSHT to predict or discriminate between visual and
haptic perceptual types was examined with a step-wise dis-
criminant analysis. This procedure tested hypothesis seven.
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Finally, relationships among the Jariables of the study
were further explored through the use of factor analysis.

RESULTS

Chi-Scluare Tests

The chi-square tests computed on the field dependent,
,field independent, reflective, impulsive, sharpening, and
leveling .groups identified by the testing instruments

,.utilized allowed the acceptance of the six relevanthypoth-
eses at the .001 level of significance.

This indicated significant differences in the obtained
and expected frequencies of perceptual types in the cogni-,
tive style groups in the predicted directions. The results'
of the Chi-square tests are summarized in Tables 5 to 10.
The critical value for chi-square dt the .001 level of
significance with two degrees of freedom is 13.815.

TABLE 5

Chi-Square Test of Goodness-of-Fit
on Obtained and Expected Distributions

of Perceptual Types Among Field Dependent Subjects

Perceptual Type Expected N Obtained N

Visual 36.5 8

Indefinite 18.25 23
Haptic 18.25 42

Total N = 73 df = 2 2Chi = 54.41*

p < .001

9
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TABLE 6

Chi-Square Test of Goodness-of-Fit on Obtained ,

and Expected Distributions of Perceptual
Types among Field Independent Subjects

Perceptual Type Expected N Obtained N

Visual
Indefinite
Haptic

Total N = 76f

38 67

19 4

19 5

df = 2 Chi2 = 44.28*

* p < .001

TABLE 7 ,

Chi-Square Test of -Goodness-of-Fit on Obtained
and Expected Distributions of Perceptual

Types among Reflective Subjects

Perceptual 'Type

Visual
Indefinite
Haptic

Total N = 74

a-

Expected N Obtained N

37 53

18.5 15

18.5 6

df = 2 Chi
2 = 16.03*

* p < .001
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TABLE 8

Chi-Square Test of Goodness-of-Fit on Obtained
and Expected Distributions of Perceptual

Types among Impulsive Subjects

Perceptual Type Expected N Obtained N

Visual
Indefinite
Haptic

37.5
18.75
18.75

.1 16
21
38

Total N = 75 df = 2 Chi2 = 32.36*

* p <,.001

TABLE 9

Chi-Square Test of Goodness-of-Fit on Obtained
and Expected Distributions of Perceptual

Types among Sharpening Subjects

Perceptual Type 'Expected N Obtained N

Visual
Indefinite
Haptic

Total N = 69 t

34.5 54
17.25 12
17.25 3

2df = 2 Chi = 24.39*

p < .001



TABLE 10

Chi-Square Test of Goodness-of-Fit on'Obtained
and Expected Distributions of Perceptual

Types among Leveling Subjects

Perceptual Expected N Obtained N

Visual 34.5 11

Indefinite 37.25 21

Haptic 17.25 37

Total N = 69 df = 2 Chi 2 = 3943t

* P < .001

Discriminant Analysis

In order to test the.hypothesis that cognitive style
predictor vAriabl,Js woUld discriminate between visual and
haptic perceptual types, a step-wise discriminant analysis
was performed. The cognitive style predictor variables used
were score on HFT, errors onjeF,.mean latency on MFF, and
leveling-sharpening ratio on LSHT. The two criterion
categories to be discriminated were visual and haptic
perceptura types as measured by SPT-1.

The dnalysis indicated that, considered individually as
-ingle predictors, score on HFT ;c1f = 1,152; F to enter =
115.2803; p < .001), errors'on MFF (df = 1,152; F to enter =
96.6521; IJ < .001)/ meah latency on MFi (df = 1,152; F to
enter = 10.0975; p < .005), and leveling-sharpenirg ratio cn
LSHT (df = 1,152; F to enter = 10.0948; p < .005) wer f. each
significant predictors of visual and haptic perceptual types..

Since it was the best single predictcr of the perceptual
type dichotomy, score on HFT was the first variable ente0d
into the four-yariable prediction system. The prediction'of
perceptual type from this single variable alone was, of
course, significant beyond the .001 leNel as shown by the F
value reported above for HFT. Table 11 shows the number of
cases classified into the criterion groups with only this
single variable entered into the prediction system.
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TABLE 11

Number of Cases Classified into
Criterion Groups with HFT Entered

(014.terved) (Classified)

Visual Haptic

Visual 89 10
Haptic 10 45

Percentage of cases correctly classified = 87.01

111L3ama,

The second variable entered was errors on MFF. This
variable added significantly to the prediction system, as
inaicated by the value Of its.F to remove (df = 1,151;
F to remove = 44.2962; p < .001). 'With two variables
entered (score on HFT and errors on, MFF), the predictions
systeni remained significant beyond the .001 level (df =
2,151; F = 96..20659; p < .001) . Tabi,e 12 shows the number
of cases classified into the criteriori\ grlups with two
variables entered into the prediction system. It can be
seen by comparing Tables 11 and 12 that the prediction
accuracy gained ,by.adaing the second variable was gained in
predicting the occurrence of visual types rather than haptic
Ones'.

%TABLE 12

Number of Cases Classified into Criterion
Groups with HFT and Errors on MFF Entered

.ObServed) (Classified)

Visual Haptic

Visual 93 6

Haptic 12 43

Percentage of cases correrLly classified = 88.31%

19
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The third variable entered was leveling-sharpening ratio

on LSHT. With three variables entered, the Overall predic-

tion system remained significant beyond the .001 level (df =
3,150; F = 64.64581; p < .001), but the newly-added variable
made no significant new contribution (df = 1,150; F to
.remove = 1.2305; p > .25). Table 13 shows the number of
cases classified into the criterion groups with three vari-
ables entered into the prediction system.

TABLE 13

Number of Cases Classified into°Criterion
Croups with HFT, Errors on MFF, and LSHT Entered

(Observed) (Classified)

Visualu Haptic

Visual 94 5'

Haptic 11 44

Percentage of cases correctly classified = 89.61%

The reason for the failure of the leveling-sharpening
variable to add significantly to the prediction system
after the entry of HFT and errors On MFF is seen by examining
the correlation coefficients among variables, computed with
visual and haptic subjects only, with the indefinite percep-
tual type gronp removed as it.s for the discriminant anal-
ysis. While leveling-sharpening ratio on LSHT is modestly

but significantly cor!tllated with the criterion variable
of scOre on SPT-1 (r = -.23; df = 152; p = .02), it is also
significantly correlated with both HFT (r = -.21; df = 152;

p = .05) and errors on MFF (r = .23; df = 152; p = .02).

Therefore, although it could be expected to discliminate
fairly well between visuals and haptics when considered by
itself as a single predictor, the leveling-sharpening ratio
could not be expected to add significantly to a multivariable
prediction system into which the variables HFT and errors on
MFF had already been entered. It contributes nothing signi-

ficant which was not already accounted for by the two pre-
viously entered variables because of its correlation with

them.

...
c:".;
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The last variable entered into the prediction system
on the discriminant analysis was mean latency on MFF. The ,

overall prediction systam remained significant when this
final variable was added (df = 4,149; F = 48.25345; p < .001) ,

thus allowing the acceptance of the prediction hypothesis.
The variable made no significant new contribution to the
system however (df = 1,149; F to remove = 0.1610; p > .25).
The reason for this is that while mean latency on.MFF is
correlated with the criterion variable of perceptual type
as measured by SPT-1 (r = .2559; df = 152; p = .01) it is
also highly correlated with errors on MFF (r = -.5888; df =
152; p < .01), which was already entered into the system,
and therefore, added no significant prediction power not
already contributed by the latter variable. Table 14 shows
the Aumber of cases classified into the criterion groups with
all four predictor 'Variables entered into the prediction
syitem.

TABLE 14 "

Number of Cases Classified into Criterion troups with
HFT, Errors on MFF, LSHT, and Mean Latency on MFF Entered

(Observed) (Classified)

Visual Haptic

Visual 94 5

Haptic 12 43

Percentage of cases,correctly classified = 88.26%

Factor Analysis

In the final,stage of data analysis, relationships
among the variables of the study were further explored with
a factor analysis. Table, 15 shows the correlation matrix on
which the generated factor matrix was,based.

From, the correlation.matrix shown in Table 15, a two-
factor factor matrix rotated to Varimax criterion. This
factor matrix accounts for 100% of all common variance among
the variables and for 45.87% of the total score variance.
This can be interpreted as .meaning that the factor matrix
accounts for all of the variance, given the existing corre-
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lation matriX among the variables. It would, qhoWever,
account for not quite half of the Score variance if all the 4,

variables were perfectly correlated. 'There thus appears to
be considerable speFific variance in the individual variables.

TABLE 15
,

Correlation Matrix forAll Va:'iables

iN\

SPT-1
HFT
MFF.Errors
MFF Latency
LSHT

SPT-1

1.000

HFT

.575* **

1.000

MFF
Errors

-.540***
-.367***
1.000

MFF"
Latency

.240** :-.22e)*

.012 -4:79
-.596*** .189
1:000 -.012,

1.000

LSHT ,

* < .05 **.p < .02

0 TABLE 16

***. p 4 -.01

Factor Matrix Rotated to Varimax Criterion

SPT-d
HFT
MFF Errors
_MFF Latency
LSHT

Factor I

. 6911

. 6817
-.4346

. 0269
. -.2906

Factor II

. 3024

. 0639
-.6915

. 7076
-.0487

Interpreting factor loadings as correlations between
the variable and the factor, the variables of SPT-1, HFT,
and errors on MFF show'substantial loadings on Factor I.
LSHT also shows a modest loading on the factor. Factor II Ap

is defined by substantial loadings of errors on MFF and
latency. on MFF and a modest'tloading of SPT-i.
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SUMMARY AND *DISCUSSION

4
Summary

A saMple of 206 undergraduate volunteerP were tested
with Successive Perceptual Test I (SPT-l),'the. Hidden Figures
Test.(HFT),,Matching Familiar Figures (MFF), and the Level-'
.ing/Sharperiing House Test 4LSHT) in order to as'sess the
iognitiire stylefactors of perceptual type as defined by
,owenfald,'field independénce/field dependence as defined'
by Witkin, 'reflectivity/impulsivity as defined by, Kagan, .

and leveling/shgrpening as defined .by Santostefanp, respec-
tively. After'the subjects were classified on all.four
-instruments, the obtained data :were analyzed in three stages.

4

In the first stage of analysis, chi-square tests were
used to compare obtained distributions of visual and haptic
perceptual types in the field Andependent, field dependent,
reflective, impulsive, leveling and sharpening groups with
Lowenfeld's theoretical.distritoution of 50% visuals, 25%
"indefinites, and 25% haptics. In all cases, the obtained
distribution was significantly.different from tilp theoretical
one.

'In thesecond stage.9f datA &nalysis, the four variables
of score on HFT, errors.on MFF,,mean'latency on MFF, and,
leveLing-sharpenin4 ratio o LSHT were Ltosted in a 'step:wise
discriminant analysis to del:ermine if.they could predict or
discriminate betWeen visual and,thaptic:pqrceptual types. It

was foundthat 'while the Tour-variable systejvcould signifi-
cantlY predictPerceptual.type,:a.two-varidble system composed

' of score on HFT and errors on,MFF could make the prediction
with equal accuracy. Latency cm MFF and score on LSHT, while
'sufficiently correlated with'the criterion variable.to'be
significant-predictors when considered alone, were also
sufficiently correlated with the forther two variables to fail
to add,any -prediction accuiacy noalready contributed by

- them.

In the final stage of analysis, the relationships among
the variables of the study were further explored with a
factor analysis. The analysis produced a two-factor matrix
rotated to Varimax criterion, With SPT-1, HFT, errors on MFF,

and LSHT showing substantial to modest loading on.Factor I,
-.and errors on MFF, latency on MFF, and SPT-1 showing sub,

t.
stantial to modest loadings op Factor II.

N
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Discussion

Chi-square tests. Lowbnfeld's theoretical distribution
,.of perceptual types provides for 50% visuals, 25% indefinites,
/ and t5% haptics in any given population. A significant
deyiation'from this Cistribution in a population would indi-
cate an occurrence of perceptual types which is_different
fram the predict,d.andi usually occurring one.

t's

Chi..sqyart tests revealed the occurrence of sighificant-
ly more '1:7isuals and fewer haptics than expected in the field
independent (89.16% visuals; 6.58% haptics), reflective
(71.62% ylsuals; 8.11% hapticsj, and sharpening (78.26%
visuals; 4.54% haptics) groups. They also revealed signifi-
cantly fewer visuals and more haptics in the field deptndent
(10.96% visuals; 57.53% haptics), impulsive (21.33% visuals;
50.67% haptics), and leveling (15.94% visuals; 53:62% haptics)
groups. A proportion of visuals to haptics 4reater than the
expected two-to-one ratio in the field independent, reflec-
tive, and sharpening groups and a reversal of the expected
distribution of visuals and haptics in the field dependent,
impulsive, and leveling groups lead to tha conclusion that
Iperceptual type is related to the dimension of cognitive
style represented by the groups identified. Visuals tend to
displ'ay field independence, reflectivity, and sharpening in

1 their cognitive styles, while haptics tend to display field
dependence, impulsivity, and leveling tendencies. These
results were predicted, as indicated in the hypotheses for

this study, because the presence or absence of ability to
separate and analyze visual details characteristic of visuals
and haptics- respectively, was expected to be related to the
visual discrimination tequired in the tasks used to.assess
the other cognitive traits. This relationship appears to be
supported by the obtained distributions of visuals and
haptics in,the cognitive style groups.

Discrimihant analysiA. The di.scriminant analysis added
further support to the postulated relat'iOnship between the
characteristics of visual and haptic perceptual functioning
and the other cognitive style factors examined. It indicates
that the performance on four tests for field independence/
field dependence, reflectivity/impulsivity, and leveling/
sharpening. could predict perceptual type with significant

(p .001) and substantial (88.96%, or 137 cases out of

154) accuracy. It also indicates, because all predictors
are significant single discriminators of perceptual type,
that the means of the visual and haptic groups on all four
cognitive style variables, shown in Table 17, are signifi-
cant1/ different.
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TABLE 17

Visual and Haptic Group Means on Cognitive Style Tests

Variable
Visual Haptic

.Group Mean Gr6up Mean

HFT . 14.43 4.60
MFF Errors 2.10 5.94
.MFF Latency 72.89 55.11

' LSHT 12.52- 15.90

A

By using a step-wise discriminant analysis, it was
possible to determine that visuals are more field indepen-
dent, reflective, and sharpening than haptics, as indicated
by the significantly different mean scores. This supports
the rebults of the chi-square tests. It was also possible
to.determine not only that performance on the cognitive
style tests can predict visual and haptic perceptual type,
but also whether each variable can be used as a significant

--predictor by itself, exactly which variables are the.best
predictors, and how'Many variables need be used for optimal
prediction in terms cf accuracy and parsimony. It was
learned from the analysis that HFT, MFF errors, MFF latency,
and LSHT are all significant predictors when considered
alone, that HFT and errors on MFF.are considerably stronger
predictoro than the'other two variables, and that only these
two variables need be entered into a prediction system, since
the others add no significant contribution.

Another important interpretation allowable from a
discriminant analysis in which the prediction system is
significant, as in the present case, is that, knowing that
individuals fail in given criterion categories, it is
possible to make statements about their probable performance
on the tests used as predictors in the analysis. From the
results of the discriminant 'analysis, it can be predicted
that visual individuals will make higher scores on HFT,
fewer errors'and longer latencies on MFF, and lower leveling/
sharpening ratios on LSHT than haptic individuals. By know-
ing perceptual type, prediction can be made concerning field
independence/dependence, reflectivity/impulsivity, and
leveling/sharpening as assessed by the instruments used in
this study.
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The discriminant analysis revealed that both field
independence as measured by HFT and errors on MFF were
strong.predictors of perceptual type, and thus highly
correlated with it. Latency on MFF and ratio on LSHT were

shown to be significant individual predictors, hut much less

so than the former variables, and therefore less closely

related to perceptual type. A greater degree of relation-

ship, or correlation, between perceptual type as measured
by SPT-1 and the variables of score on HFT and errors on MIF

indicated that a gkeater degree of the variance in these two'

variables can be accounted for by variance in the perceptual
functioning measured by SPT-1. This idea is further clari-.

fied by,the results of the factor anclysis.

Factor analysis. The factor analysis generated two
factors which accounted for 100% of the common variance
.among the variables of the study. Factor I was characterized
by heavy loadings by SPT-1 and HFT, a substantial loading
by errors on MFF, and a modest loading by LSHT. Factor II

showed heavy loadings by errors on MFF and latency on MFF,

and a modast loading by SPT-1.

The measurements.which define Factor I have one common

element: they all require discrimination of visual details
and the ability to either separate them from a field or
integrate them into a whole. This suggests the title of

Separation and Integration of Visual Details for Factor I.
Visual/haptic perceptual types and field independence/depen-
dence in particular, and the errors component of reflectiv-
ity/impulsivity to a somewhat lesser extent, appear to be

definitely related to this factor. Leveling/sharpening also

appears to be moderately related to the factor. Thus, at

least a part of performance on the pictorial leveling/shar-

pening task is related to ability to separate and/or inte-

grated.visual detail rather than to mtmory function. However,

since the factor loading for leveling/sharpening on Factor I

is not great and is almost zero on Factor II, this suggests

that the majority of the variance in the trait is attribut-

able to some factor other than perceptual abilities, presum-
ably the memory function which the dimension purports to

define.

Factor II is characterized by strong loadings by errors
and latency on MFF and a moderate loading by SPT-1. Since

its strongest loadings come from the two measures on the

visual task assessing cognitive tempo, the name suggested
for the factor is Control of Visual Impulsivity. The modest

loading of SPT-1 on this factor indicated that reflectivity/
impulsivity is not completely independent of visual/haptic
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perceptual type. The rather large loading of MFF errors on
Factor I as well as Factor II suggests that the relationship
between perdeptUal type and cognitive tempo is more pronounced
for the erior component of tempo than for the latency compon-
ent, with latency somewhat independent of perceptual type.
It should be remembered that, although error and latency
scores on MFF vere significant predictors of perceptual type
when considered as single predictors, in the discriminant
analysis, errors were the far more powerful predictor. The
chi-square tests and the discriminant analysis did, however,
clearly indicate that visuals, as a group, are more reflec-
tive than are haptics,,which takes into account both errors
and latency and'establishes the following general relation-
ship patterns between perceptual types and the cognitive
tempo variables:

Visual type: Low errors-and long latency
Haptic type: High errors and short latency

It should be noticed, however, that these patterns
concern only those' individuals actually classified as
impulsive or reflective on MFF; that is, those who scored
abnve-median errors and below-median latency, or below-
median errorseand above-median latendy, respectively. An
examination of the 39 Visuals and haptics who were not
classified as either impulsive or reflective shows why
errors were more closely related than latency to perceptual
type. Of the 39 unclassified cases, only the eight cases
summarized in Table 18 are not relevant to the analysis.,at
hand.

TABLE 18

Irrelevant Unclassified Cases

Case
Nuwber(s)

Perceptual
Type Errors

1 Haptic Below
Median

2 - 5 Visual At
Median

6 - 8 Visual Above
Median

Latency Comments

Below Typical haptic
Median latency; typical

visual errors.
Above Typical visual
Median latency, border-

line errors.
Above Typical visual
Median latency; typical

haptic errors.



None of the cases summarized in Table 18 is an instance
,in which error score is typical of the perceptual type of
the individual, but latency .score is typical of the opposite

perceptual type. The remaining 31 unclassified cases, how-

ever, do display such a pattern. These oases are summarized
in Table 19. These 31 cases Ahow that several haptics, while
taking adequate time with the MFF task and thus not classi-
fied as impulsive, were unable to perform accurately. These

individuals therefore produced error scores typical of

haptics (at or above median), but latency scores typical of

visuals (above median). Table 18 shows that only three

.visuals displayed this pattern. A group of visuals, on the

other hand; were able to perform the task both very quickly

and accurately, thus producing error scores typical of

visuals (below median), but latency scores typicalOf haptics

(below median). Table 18 shows that only one haptic dis-

played thi's pattern. It is suggested that the unclassified

cases in' which typical error patterns but atypical latency

patterns are responsible for the stronger relationship
between perceptual type and errors on MFF than between the

former variablp and latency on MFF.

TABLE 19

Relevant Unclassified Cases

Case
Numbers

Perceptual
Type Errors Latency Comments

1

4

- 3

- 10

Haptic

,

Haptic

At
Median

Above
Median

Above
Median

Above
Median

Borderline errors;.
typical visual
latency
Typical haptic
errors; typical
visual latency

11 - 16 Visual At
Median

Below
Median

Borderline errors;
typical haptic
latency

17 - 31 Visual Below
Median

Below
Median

Typical visual
errors; typical
haptic latency
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Major conclusions. The major conclusions of the study
are the following:,

1. On assessment tasks using visual stimuli, the
visUal perceptual type tends to display the cognitive style
traits.of field independence, reflectivity, and sharpening;
while the haptic type tends to display field dependerc4,
impulsivity, and leveling.

2. Of the variables used in this study, the beEt
predictors, or discriminators, of perceptual type are field
independence as measured,by HFT and errors on MFF.

3. Leveling/sharpening as measured by LSHT contains a
major component which is not related to the perceptual
functioning measured in this study.

4. Due to patterns in unclassified cases, he error
component of cognitive tempo as measured by MFF is more
closely related to perceptual type as measured by SPT-1 than
is the latency component.'

This study should be replicated, and if similar results
occur in other samples, then it caa be determined-to what
extent the results are generalizable. In replicating the
discriminant analysis, the variables should be forced into
the prediction system in the order they were entered in this
study. A computer program for discriminant analysis produces
the optimal prediction system possible from the data, thus
taking advantage of relationships which are perhaps arti-
factual. Forcing variables to enter the preUiction system
in a verification study rather, than allowing the program to
La:ter them for optimal effect can locate these artifactual
relationships.

Future research efforts will attempt to locate inStruc-
tional situations in which cognitive styles and perceptual
type result in superior or inferior academic performance and
to develop instructional treatments which compensate for
perceptual-cognitive problems in these situations. It is
possible that, through such research, a body of prescriptive
theory can be developed which will allow the accurate
prediction of '..the performance outcomes in learning situations
composed of a specific type of task, a learner with specific
perceptual-cognitive styles, and a specific instructional
modality or method.
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